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Chapter 551: This Move Will Work 

 

“You have to think of a way!” Xu Qianqian pouted. She even twisted her body out of habit. 

Wang Yunzhong put down the menu and looked at the unrelenting Xu Qianqian with a slight sigh. “Don’t 

be anxious. Isn’t South City about to be demolished? I reckon my parents will move to my place when 

the time comes. In that case, you’ll have more opportunities to meet in the future, and you’ll have more 

opportunities to show your best sides.” 

“Ah?” When Xu Qianqian heard this, her expression darkened. “You mean if we get married in the 

future, we have to stay with your parents?” 

As she spoke, she frowned. It was obvious that Xu Qianqian did not want to live with the old couple. 

“It’s only temporary.” Wang Yunzhong quickly comforted her. “Don’t worry, I know what to do.” 

When Xu Qianqian heard this, she was slightly relieved. Then, she saw Wang Yunzhong suddenly reveal 

a smile. He looked at her and said, “Moreover, we still have a trump card, right?” 

“What?” Xu Qianqian was puzzled. 

Wang Yunzhong smiled ambiguously and said, “As long as you’re pregnant, the two elders will accept 

you.” 

Xu Qianqian couldn’t help but widen her eyes and say anxiously, “Yunzhong, you promised not to get me 

pregnant so early!” 

“Yes, yes. I promised you!” Wang Yunzhong quickly explained, “I mean, when we have no choice. No 

matter what, we still have one last move. Moreover, my parents are looking forward to a second 

grandson. This move will work!” 

Hearing that Wang Yunzhong did not want her to get pregnant immediately, Xu Qianqian heaved a sigh 

of relief. 

Not that she did not want to give birth to a child for Wang Yunzhong, but she did not want to give birth 

so early. It was said that after a woman gave birth, her entire state would change, be it her skin or her 

entire temperament. 

When the time comes, she would have to take care of both the children and her husband. 

She was only twenty-five years old and did not want to worry about children so early. She still wanted to 

play for another two years. 

On the other hand, Jian Ai and Chen Lei had already finished their lunch. Chen Lei wanted to pay the bill, 

but Jian Ai refused. 

Unexpectedly, the waiter walked forward and told them that someone had already paid the bill for 

them. 



Jian Ai didn’t need to think to know that it was Wang Yunzhong. 

“Your uncle?” Chen Lei guessed as well. 

Jian Ai nodded. “Did you see that? The last time we met, we were still fighting!” 

Chen Lei couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh. 

The two of them left the restaurant. Jian Ai rejected Chen Lei’s suggestion to send her back to North 

City. She said goodbye to Chen Lei by the road and watched him drive away in his Mercedes-Benz. 

At night, Jian Ai locked herself in her room and cultivated the mental cultivation techniques she needed 

every day. 

In the past, because her body’s foundation was too weak, her cultivation progress was almost slow to 

the point of stagnation. 

After less than half a month of training in the martial arts school, although Jian Ai’s physical foundation 

could not improve significantly in such a short time, her mental state was much better than before, 

making it easier for her to focus. 

This was also one of the most important points when cultivating mental cultivation techniques. 

On the table in front of the bed, there was a glass cup filled with water. 

Jian Ai sat cross-legged on the bed and breathed in and out according to the mental cultivation 

techniques she had memorized in her mind. Genuine energy surged in her body, and it was like a warm 

current flowing through her limbs. 

The temperature in the air was slowly increasing. Jian Ai condensed the genuine energy she had 

released into the cup. Not long after, the water in the cup fluctuated.. 

Chapter 552: The City Planning Bureau Enters South City 

Jian Ai slowly opened her eyes. There was a faint starlight in them, and there was a thin layer of sweat 

on her nose. 

Then she raised her hand slightly, and the water in the cup on the table rose with it. It swept up in the 

air and formed a long and thin water pillar. 

This differed from the basic control Jian Ai had previously grasped because she could only control solids 

but not liquids. 

At the same time, she also realized that controlling liquids consumed much more genuine energy than 

controlling solid objects. By then, she felt she had reached her limit just by controlling a glass of water. 

What made Jian Ai embarrassed was that she didn’t know how to get the water back into the glass! 

After over ten seconds, she had exhausted the genuine energy in her body. Jian Ai relaxed, and the 

water pillar floating in the air fell and wet the table. 

She shook her head secretly. Although there was obvious progress compared to before, it was still far 

from enough for Jian Ai. 



However, Si Yue had once told her she should not be anxious for results in her cultivation techniques. 

Even if she was anxious, it was useless. She had to take it slowly, step by step. 

… 

Three days later, the South City demolition plan was put on the agenda. Many staff from the City 

Planning Bureau and professionals from the developers entered the South City District early in the 

morning and measured the area before the demolition. 

The Jian Group, the leader of Baiyun City’s real estate industry, was in charge of the South City 

demolition project. Therefore, not only did the leader of the City Planning Bureau come to the South 

City District today, but many of the Jian Group’s senior management also went along. 

Jian Ai applied for leave from the martial arts school that day and had rushed home early in the 

morning. 

Wang Yunmei had already moved back the day after resolving the demolition issue with the Wang 

family. 

As soon as she entered South City, the word ‘demolition’ could be seen everywhere. Jian Ai watched as 

she entered her house. 

In the living room, Wang Yunzhi’s family and Uncle Wu were also present. They had moved out of South 

City recently, but they specially rushed back because the City Planning Bureau was going to measure the 

land today. 

Jian Ai greeted everyone politely and sat down on the sofa. 

A few adults were talking about the demolition when Wang Yunzhi asked, “There are so many 

courtyards. Will it take a while for them to finish measuring?” 

South City was enormous. Although the target area for the demolition and reconstruction plan was the 

entire South City District, it was impossible to demolish it all at once. The first batch to be included in the 

demolition range was only in the area near the edge of the city. 

Coincidentally, their families were all included. 

However, they knew little about real estate, so they couldn’t answer Wang Yunzhi’s question. 

Jian Ai explained, “If the other party has more people, they can measure the area quickly.” 

“Especially in South City, where the courtyards of every family are connected square by square. There 

are no residential buildings, so as long as we measure the length and width of the courtyards, we can 

directly multiply them to get the actual area of the land.” 

Many people thought that the demolition was very complicated, but it was not. The complicated ones 

were mostly the houses that were unwilling to move away. 

At this moment, the surveyor of the City Planning Bureau was facing a house owner who refused to 

accept demolition. 



In a clean yard, there was a faint commotion. Many neighbors were around the yard, watching the 

commotion. 

“I won’t demolish my house.. If you dare to touch a fence in my house, you’ll have to crush it over my 

body!” 

Chapter 553: Father And Son Meet Again 

 

The noisy person was an old man who looked to be in his sixties or seventies. 

Although the South City District was big, most of the people here had lived for a few generations. The 

surrounding owners also knew each other. 

“Grandpa Liu, this demolition is a good thing for you and our Baiyun City. Not only will you receive a 

demolition fee that is far higher than the actual price of your house, but when South City is rebuilt in the 

future, you will also receive a relocation house. How good is that!” 

The staff of the City Planning Bureau tried his best to explain to Grandpa Liu. 

Demolition was something that would happen, eventually. Households that were unwilling to move are 

further categorized into two types; one of them was unwilling to leave the home that they had lived in 

for decades, and the other was to waste their time and force the developer to give them a higher 

demolition fee. 

Grandpa Liu belonged to the type that did not want to move away. He was also the most difficult type. 

No matter what the staff said, he only said, “I’m not moving. I’m not going anywhere. If anyone dares to 

demolish my house, I’ll fight it out with him!” 

More people were watching. In the crowd, Jian Yu and Yao Jiachi were also looking in. 

Just as the two sides were in a deadlock, the leader of the City Planning Bureau and the person in charge 

of the Jian Group, Jian Changsheng, came over. 

“What’s going on?” The project manager’s surname was Li, and he was an official staff member of the 

City Planning Bureau. 

When the staff saw this, he couldn’t help but smile bitterly and shake his head. However, he didn’t 

complain and just said helplessly, “Division Chief Li, this uncle won’t allow us to measure the land. He 

said that he won’t submit his house for demolition.” 

When Division Chief Li heard this, he couldn’t help but raise his eyes to look at Grandpa Liu. However, he 

saw Grandpa Liu sneer at him. It was obvious that he didn’t take him, who was obviously a leader, 

seriously. 

At this moment, Jian Changsheng said, “This kind of situation is inevitable. Go to the house next door 

first. Don’t delay your progress. Let our people talk to the old man over here.” 

The staff could only nod and leave with their tools. 



In the crowd, Jian Yu recognized Jian Changsheng as soon as he appeared. He instinctively frowned. 

“Why is he here?” 

Jian Yu couldn’t help but mutter, but he didn’t look good. After all, it had only been a while since the 

incident. He didn’t have a good impression of Jian Changsheng. 

When Yao Jiachi heard Jian Yu’s voice, he couldn’t help but look at him strangely. Then, he followed Jian 

Yu’s gaze to the yard. He didn’t know who his brother was looking at. 

“Brother, do you know the people inside?” Yao Jiachi asked curiously. 

Jian Yu came back to his senses and shook his head. “No.” 

He only punched him once. 

At this moment, Jian Changsheng felt an especially unkind gaze on him. He turned around and looked at 

the crowd outside the yard. 

He recognized Jian Yu at a glance. 

Although they had only met once, Jian Changsheng had already remembered Jian Yu’s appearance. 

Stunned, Jian Changsheng suddenly realized that Meizi was from South City and lived there! 

Jian Yu couldn’t avoid Jian Changsheng’s gaze. He glanced away and pulled Jiachi’s arm to squeeze out of 

the crowd. 

Jian Yu pulled Yao Jiachi away and in a daze. He regained his senses and said, “Brother, you’re not 

looking anymore?” 

Jian Changsheng instinctively chased after them! 

Chapter 554: I Won’t Let Him Off 

 

After leaving the yard, Jian Changsheng ignored his expensive suit and squeezed out of the crowd. 

However, when he looked up, Jian Yu had already walked far away. Jian Changsheng stood on the spot 

and opened his mouth. The strong desire in his heart made him want to call Jian Yu’s name a few times. 

However, in the end, the last trace of rationality in his mind made him swallow back the voice that 

surged up his throat. 

If he forcibly revealed his identity to Jian Yu now, there would be immeasurable consequences. 

Whether Jian Yu knew about his father’s existence aside, he had to respect Meizi’s wishes at the very 

least. He couldn’t let Meizi hate him anymore. 

1 

Since he was going to be in South City often during this period, he might see Meizi again. He would not 

give up and would continue to fight with Meizi. 



With this thought in mind, Jian Changsheng couldn’t help but hide the loneliness in his eyes. He looked 

at Jian Yu’s disappearing back without blinking. 
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Jian Yu didn’t know who Jian Changsheng was. He only knew that Jian Changsheng had pestered his 

mother not long ago. Now, this person suddenly appeared in South City. It seemed that he was involved 

in the demolition project. 

Jian Yu couldn’t help but worry. When he reached home, he went straight to the kitchen to look for 

Wang Yunmei. 

Wang Yunmei was cutting a watermelon. Seeing Jian Yu’s gloomy expression, she couldn’t help but stop 

what she was doing. She asked worriedly, “What’s wrong, Xiao Yu?” 

“Mom, I saw the man who pestered you a while ago.” Since the kitchen was very close to the living 

room, Jian Yu tried his best to lower his voice. 

Wang Yunmei didn’t react for a moment and couldn’t help but be stunned. “Ah? Who?” 

“The person I punched outside Century Mansion that day!” Jian Yu said. 

Wang Yunmei’s mind jolted, and she almost dropped the kitchen knife in her hand. Her heart rate also 

sped up. 

“He… he spoke to you?” Wang Yunmei tried her best to control her voice so that it wouldn’t tremble. 

However, she was very nervous. She couldn’t imagine what would happen after Jian Yu knew Jian 

Changsheng’s identity. 

Fortunately, Jian Yu shook his head. “I turned around and left after seeing him, but… he seemed to have 

seen me.” 

When Wang Yunmei heard this, she couldn’t help but heave a sigh of relief. 

Seeing his mother’s dramatic reaction, Jian Yu frowned. “Mom, you seem nervous. Who is that person? 

Did he pester you on purpose?” 

Wang Yunmei was pretty, had a good figure, and was single. 

Yaochi was a complicated nightclub, so she naturally met all kinds of people. It was not like there had 

never been someone who pursued his mother before, so Jian Yu wasn’t overthinking. 

Wang Yunmei’s heart was in a mess. She couldn’t think of anything suitable to say to Jian Yu. She just 

said, “No, don’t worry. He’s just a friend I haven’t seen in a long time.” 

Jian Yu didn’t believe her. However, seeing his mother’s struggling expression, he couldn’t bear to ask 

further. He thought for a moment and said, “Mom, if he dares to cause trouble for you again, I won’t let 

him off.” 

Hearing her son’s words, Wang Yunmei couldn’t help but smile. However, her smile was a little bleak. 

“Don’t worry, it’s fine.” 



After Jian Yu left the kitchen, Wang Yunmei turned around to continue cutting the watermelon.. 

However, she realized that her hand, which was holding the kitchen knife, was shaking uncontrollably 

because of nervousness. 

Chapter 555: Such Men Should Get Lost As Far As Possible 

 

“Sister?” 

Wang Yunzhi’s voice suddenly came from behind her. Wang Yunmei was immediately shocked. With a 

bang, the kitchen knife in her hand fell on the marble table. 

Seeing this, Wang Yunzhi quickly walked forward. “What’s wrong? Are you okay?” 

Wang Yunmei picked up the kitchen knife in a panic, but her gaze was slightly evasive. 

She shook her head and pretended to be calm. “I’m fine.” 

“I saw that Xiao Yu didn’t look too good. Why? Did something happen?” Wang Yunzhi was a little 

worried. She felt that something was wrong with her elder sister. 

In the past, her elder sister was exceptionally optimistic, and it was rare to see her like this. 

Wang Yunmei lowered her head slightly and tried her best to suppress her uneasiness. However, when 

she thought about how Jian Changsheng was in South City and not far from her home, she couldn’t help 

but feel worried. 

What if he saw them? What if he saw Jian Yu and Jian Ai… 

Wang Yunmei was indeed a strong woman. Otherwise, she wouldn’t have been able to raise the two 

children by herself all these years. 

However, no matter how strong a person was, they were not invulnerable. The two children could be 

said to be her only weakness in this world. In all these years, she had never lost control like now. She 

could not suppress the panic that she felt. 

“Zhi…” Wang Yunmei suddenly raised her head, and her voice trembled. Her eyes were as red as fire, as 

if hot tears had burned her eyes. 

Wang Yunzhi was shocked, and her heart thumped for no reason. She quickly asked in an anxious tone, 

“Sister, what’s wrong? What happened?” 

At that moment, the only person Wang Yunmei could rely on was her sister. 

The moment she opened her mouth, her voice became hoarse from choking. “Jian Changsheng… 

appeared…” 

Hearing this name, Wang Yunzhi was stunned for some reason. Two seconds later, she exclaimed, 

“Jian…” 

Suddenly realizing her decibel level, Wang Yunzhi quickly suppressed her vocal cords. However, her 

facial features were already twisted together. “Jian Changsheng?” 



Wang Yunmei nodded. “I’ve seen him twice. One was at Yaochi, and the other was when he was waiting 

for me outside my new neighborhood.” 

After so many years, the name Jian Changsheng had long faded from their memories. Wang Yunzhi 

almost forgot about him. 

The Wang family didn’t know about Wang Yunmei and Jian Changsheng. They didn’t care about her, 

their daughter, let alone ask about the children’s biological father. 

Wang Yunmei also knew her family’s personality. If they knew that the father of the two children was 

the eldest son of the Jian Group, they would probably cause a scene. Therefore, she didn’t take the 

initiative to mention it. 

At that moment, Wang Yunzhi was also incomparably shocked. She looked at Wang Yunmei for a long 

time before asking, “What… What did he tell you? What does he want?” 

This scumbag abandoned her sister and Xiao Yu so heartlessly back then. Her sister was still pregnant 

with Xiao Ai then. 

He still had the cheek to come back now? Did he want her sister to forgive him and get back together 

with him? 

With this thought in mind, Wang Yunzhi couldn’t help but say to Wang Yunmei with a worried 

expression, “Sister, did he ask you to forgive him? Don’t be silly.. Such men should get lost as far as 

possible!” 

Chapter 556: He Still Dared to Come? 

 

Wang Yunmei shook her head and said weakly, “He didn’t come back to look for me. He…” 

As she spoke, Wang Yunmei’s tone froze. She took a deep breath and said, “He wants to see the two 

children.” 

“Dream on!” Wang Yunzhi spat angrily. “He didn’t give birth to the children, nor did he raise them. What 

do they have to do with him?” 
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It was rare to see the docile Wang Yunzhi angry. Jian Changsheng had crossed her bottom line. 

When she thought of the hardships her sister had suffered over the years and how some people who did 

not know the truth were pointing at her behind her back, Wang Yunzhi hated this heartless man. 

He still had the cheek to come back and acknowledge the children? 

A person who was shameless was invincible. 

“Zhi, he’s in South City now. Xiao Yu saw him just now!” Wang Yunmei said anxiously. 

At this moment, her mind was a mess, and she could not calmly think about what to do. She could only 

ask Wang Yunzhi to help her think of a solution. 



“He’s in South City?” 

As she spoke, Wang Yunzhi widened her eyes in surprise. Then, she picked up the rolling pin on the bowl 

rack and turned around to rush out. “He still dares to come to South City? Let’s see if I don’t pry open 

the top of his head and see how many maggots have eaten his brain! How dare he come to South City!” 

Wang Yunmei didn’t expect her sister to be even more impulsive than she was. She immediately 

reached out and pulled Wang Yunzhi’s arm. “Zhi, don’t make a scene. The children are still here!” 

If Wang Yunzhi blew up in front of the two children, she would not be able to handle anything. 

All these years, the two children had never asked about their biological father. If they knew who their 

father was now, it would undoubtedly be a tremendous blow to the two children. 

They were living a peaceful and comfortable life now. Wang Yunmei didn’t want Jian Changsheng to 

break this state. 

Therefore, no matter what, she did not want the two children to see him. 

Wang Yunzhi was stunned for a moment before coming back to her senses. “Yes, we can’t let Xiao Ai 

and Xiao Yu know about this person.” 

“You said that Xiao Yu saw him?” Wang Yunzhi became nervous. “Why? Does Xiao Yu know who he is?” 

Wang Yunmei shook her head and denied it. “Xiao Yu doesn’t know. But Jian Changsheng knows that 

Xiao Yu is his son. He saw Xiao Yu with me last time.” 

“Why is he in South City? Is he looking for you?” Wang Yunzhi asked again. 

Wang Yunmei thought of Jian Yu saying that he was with the City Planning Bureau and thought of the 

Jian Group. She guessed, “It might be related to the demolition. He’s a real estate developer.” 

Wang Yunzhi’s expression froze when she heard this. If Jian Changsheng’s company was in charge of 

South City’s demolition, he might come to South City often during this period. 

“I’ll think of a way to take Xiao Yu and Xiao Ai away,” Wang Yunzhi thought for a while and said. 

Wang Yunmei rubbed her forehead in pain, and her eyes were filled with anxiety. However, there was 

no other way. 

In the living room, Jian Ai was chatting with Wu Shaoqi. Wang Yunmei and Wang Yunzhi came out with 

two plates of sliced watermelons. 

The two of them looked as usual and hid all the negative emotions as if nothing had happened. 

Summoning them to eat watermelon, Wang Yunzhi quietly pulled Jiachi to the side and instructed him. 

Yao Jiachi pursed his lips and blinked innocently.. He looked at his mother inexplicably. 

Chapter 557: I’ll Shovel Him Up to the Sky 

 

A word appeared in his eyes: Why? 



Wang Yunzhi didn’t have time to explain to him. She only nodded gently. “Got it?” 

Seeing this, Yao Jiachi could only nod obediently. 

In the hot and stuffy weather, Jian Ai felt much better after eating three pieces of sliced watermelon. 

She leaned back on the sofa and rubbed her stomach comfortably. 

“Sister.” 

At this moment, Yao Jiachi walked to the sofa and looked down at Jian Ai. 

Jian Ai raised her eyebrows and looked at her fair and handsome brother. “Yes? What’s wrong?” 

Yao Jiachi’s lips moved before he suddenly squeezed out, “I want to eat steak.” 

Jian Ai: Huh? 

Jian Ai sat up straight and turned around to look at Yao Jiachi. “Now?” 

However, she couldn’t help but feel fresh in her heart. 

This was the first time Jiachi had taken the initiative to make a request to her. In the past, she had 

always brought him to eat delicious food. 

Jiachi nodded slightly. “It’s almost mealtime.” 

Because of the demolition, everyone had returned to South City. Logically, there should be a gathering 

at home today with a table full of wonderful dishes. 

If anyone else had asked Jian Ai to eat steak at this time, Jian Ai would have rejected them. However, 

this person was Jiachi, so it was completely different. 

As someone with a brother complex, how could she bear to reject Jiachi’s request? 

It was because Wang Yunzhi knew Jian Ai and knew that the person she doted on the most was Jiachi, 

that she thought of letting Jiachi take her away. 

Jian Ai agreed without thinking. 

Jiachi continued, “Then let’s call Brother along too?” 

“Alright!” Jian Ai didn’t think too much about it and nodded. 

Ten minutes later, Jian Yu brought Jian Ai and Jiachi out to Haicheng District to eat steak. 

Seeing the two children leave, Wang Yunmei finally felt relieved. She heaved a sigh of relief and relaxed. 

“Alright, Sister. It’s fine now that they’re gone,” Wang Yunzhi comforted her. 

Wang Yunmei nodded. “Zhi, thank you.” 

When Wang Yunzhi heard this, she couldn’t help but sigh. “Why are you thanking me? It’s best if I don’t 

see him, or I’ll shovel him up to the sky.” 



“Pfft…” Wang Yunmei couldn’t help but laugh. She looked at Wang Yunzhi unhappily and said, “Look at 

you.” 

… 

At this moment, at Champs-Élysées in Haicheng District. 

The space on the left side of the restaurant was a dessert counter and a cake display cabinet. On the 

right side, there was a leisure area for customers. There were a few seats, only four small, white round 

tables and a few exquisite leather seats. 

At the window seat, Ji Haoxue was holding her cheek with one hand and staring at the cars and 

pedestrians coming and going outside. 

On the table in front of her was a half-eaten strawberry tower and a cup of earl grey milk tea. 

It was rare for her to shed her cool punk outfit today. She was wearing a blue knee-length skirt and 

exquisite open-toed sandals. Her slightly curled hair reached her waist. 

Her tender and charming face kept the liveliness unique to her age, but her overall appearance made 

her exude elegance and tranquility that far exceeded her age. 

It could be said that her get up at the moment differed completely from her flamboyant appearance 

from before, and she was simply like a different person. 

However, at this moment, Ji Haoxue looked worried and listless. The metal fork in her hand rose and fell 

subconsciously, turning the strawberry tower on the porcelain plate into one full of holes.. 

Chapter 558: Ji Haoxue Waited For a Long Time 

 

Opposite her sat a burly Uncle Tao. His burly body was embedded in the small leather seat, making him 

look like a giant bullied barbie. 

In front of him was an untouched pink forest cake and a cup of Americano. 

Uncle Tao did not like sweets, but he felt that sitting there like this would be taking advantage of the 

shop owner’s resources for nothing. Out of humanitarian reasons, he agreed to let Miss Haoxue order a 

piece of cake for him. He did not expect it to be a pink cake, which made him shrink back and not know 

how to eat it. 

Ji Haoxue’s forehead was injured during the bar incident last time. Although the scabs had fallen off, 

there were still some white spots that had not yet recovered. She only used her fringe to cover them 

slightly. 

After the previous incident, she temporarily stayed at her brother’s place since he was often not at 

home during the day. There was only the driver her grandfather assigned to her, Uncle Tao. And since 

they wrapped her head in gauze, she could not go out. The empty villa was undoubtedly the best place 

to let her imagination run wild. 

On the first day, she was separated from that big brother; she missed him. 



On the second day, she was still separated from that big brother. She missed him even more. 

On the third day, she was still separated from that big brother. She missed him like crazy. 

On the nth day, she was still separated from that big brother. She still missed him. 

After removing the gauze, Ji Haoxue would everyday go to the dessert shop where she met that big 

brother. She believed their fate had not ended yet and that they would meet again. 

It had been almost two weeks, but she’d never seen that big brother come to this shop again. 

In the beginning, she was looking forward to it. But she gradually felt disheartened. However, when she 

thought of that big brother’s appearance, she felt as if strength had filled her entire body, 

As such, Ji Haoxue sat there and waited every day. She waited until she was almost a stone. 

Not far away, two employees secretly looked over and shook their heads with smiles. They looked 

helpless. 

Rumble… 

A wave of stomach protests sounded clearly. Uncle Tao’s old face turned embarrassed, and he quickly 

covered his stomach. 

Ji Haoxue turned to look at him. Seeing that the cake in front of him was untouched, she couldn’t help 

but sigh slightly. “I’m sorry, Uncle Tao. You don’t seem to like sweet food.” 

Uncle Tao smiled. “It’s okay, Miss. I’m not hungry.” 

“Your stomach is already growling, yet you’re still saying that you’re not hungry…” Ji Haoxue said as she 

picked up her bag. “Let’s go. It’s already noon. Let’s go to King for steak.” 

When he heard about the steak, Uncle Tao quickly nodded. 

Jian Ai still remembered that the steak house she had eaten with Jiachi near Yizhong last time was very 

delicious. However, because she met Ji Haoyu on her first trip there, that steak house left a profound 

psychological shadow in her heart. 

Therefore, Jian Ai chose a steak restaurant that Lin Yi recommended for her. 

It was summer vacation. When they rushed to Haicheng District from South City, it was coincidentally 

mealtime. Even though this restaurant was of high quality, it was still crowded. 

“We need to wait.” Jian Ai looked at Jian Yu and Jiachi and pursed her lips helplessly. 

“What do you mean? Should we change to another restaurant?” Jian Yu looked at the two of them and 

asked. 

“It’s so hot. I really don’t want to walk around. Let’s wait,” Jian Ai said as she sat down on the chair in 

the long corridor of the restaurant. 

Seeing this, Jian Yu and Jiachi could only sit down. 

Unexpectedly, before they could sit, a blue figure rushed up to them like the wind. 



“Big brother!” 

Chapter 559: Could This Be Heaven’s Arrangement? 

 

Ji Haoxue looked excited, but her hands were stiff. She only looked at Jian Yu with her bright eyes. 

She mentioned that her fate with this big brother had not yet ended. But she did not expect to meet him 

at a random steak restaurant after waiting for him for almost half a month at the dessert shop. 

Indeed, follow love, and it will flee. Flee love, and it will follow. 

Could this be an arrangement of the heavens? 

However, facing Ji Haoxue, who suddenly rushed out, coupled with her obedient and sweet outfit, Jian 

Yu couldn’t react for a moment. He only looked at Ji Haoxue with a question mark on his face. 

Jian Ai and Jiachi were the same. They had never seen this girl before. Looking at the girl’s excited 

expression, it was obvious that she was staring at Jian Yu’s face. 

Jian Ai looked at the two of them strangely. She knew her brother the best. He had very few friends 

around him, let alone those from the opposite sex. 

Jian Ai remembered her brother had fallen in love a while ago, but it did not end well. Although she had 

never seen the ex-girlfriend who hurt her brother, she felt it shouldn’t be this cute girl who was about 

the same age as her, right? 

Her brother… shouldn’t be able to do such a crazy thing. 

“It’s you!” 

It was as if a century had passed. Just as Ji Haoxue thought that this big brother had forgotten about her, 

Jian Yu suddenly recognized her face. 

She nodded crazily. “It’s me. Big brother, you remember me?” 

Jian Yu smiled and nodded. “You’re dressed differently from last time. I couldn’t react properly.” 

The unintentional smile on his lips instantly blinded Ji Haoxue like a dazzling light. It was dazzling, and 

pink bubbles floated in her entire world. 

Oh my. How handsome and manly. It was so warm when he smiled. What kind of boy was this? 

Other than her, no one in the world was worthy of such a perfect big brother. 

As a straightforward man, Jian Yu naturally could not feel Ji Haoxue’s burning gaze. He only turned 

around and explained to his suspicious sister, “She’s the girl who met a thief the last time I bought you a 

birthday cake.” 

Jian Ai was enlightened. 

Jian Ai knew this, and her brother was injured because of this. The most ridiculous thing was that they 

had taken the wrong cake. 



“You’re Sister Xiao Ai, right?” 

Hearing Jian Yu’s words, Ji Haoxue guessed Jian Ai’s identity in a second. 

Jian Ai looked at the girl in front of her. She looked to be her age. She was wearing a blue dress and 

looked exceptionally pure and sweet. Her appearance was also very pleasing to the eye. Her eyes were 

so clean that one could look straight into them. They were like a lake that rippled under the silent night 

sky. 

She was a person who emphasized first impressions and affinity. This girl was not hateful. 

Jian Ai nodded, and her tone softened. “You know me?” 

Ji Haoxue blinked in embarrassment. “Because I took the wrong birthday cake. Your name was written 

on the cake!” 

Jian Ai suddenly smiled. “I almost forgot. I think I have the same birthday as your brother.” 

“Yes, yes.” Ji Haoxue seemed to have found the key to open the topic between her and Jian Yu. She 

aimed the tip at Jian Ai and quickly said, “I’m very fated with Big brother. I didn’t expect you to be fated 

with my brother, as well. You have the same birthday as him, and you also ordered a cake at the same 

cake shop. In the end, you even took each other’s cake.. How amazing.” 

Chapter 560: A Normal Little Fairy 

 

Jian Ai smiled and said nothing. She felt this girl was quite wonderful. 

“Are you waiting for a table?” Ji Haoxue looked at them and asked. 

Jian Yu nodded. “We just arrived. The waiter said to wait for half an hour or so.” 

When Ji Haoxue heard this, she thought to herself that an opportunity had arrived. She should grab it! 

“Why don’t we eat together?” Ji Haoxue invited them without hesitation. 

Jian Yu was stunned. He didn’t expect the other party to suddenly invite them. 

After all, they had only met once. Sitting together for a meal for no reason was a little abrupt. 

However, facing Ji Haoxue’s innocent face, no one could bear to reject her. 

Just as he was thinking about how to say it, Ji Haoxue said, “Big brother helped me last time, but you 

didn’t want me to accompany you to the hospital. You also didn’t want me to compensate you for your 

clothes and medical fees. It’s fate that we met this time. I should treat you to a meal.” 

“You don’t have to be so polite.” Jian Yu smiled helplessly and couldn’t help but explain, “Even if 

someone else encountered that event, I would still help them if I saw it.” 

Jian Yu’s words did not disheartened her. Instead, Ji Haoxue thought, ‘Big brother, you are righteous. Of 

course, you can’t just see injustice for me alone!’ 



“But I did!” Ji Haoxue seemed to be very patient to achieve her goal. Her thoughts were racing. She 

knew it was not easy to break Jian Yu’s defense. She turned to look at Jian Ai and said, “Sister Xiao Ai, 

let’s eat together? Otherwise, you’ll have to wait for a long time.” 

Jian Ai had been staring at Ji Haoxue at the side just now. The passionate and expectant gaze in her eyes 

made Jian Ai vaguely feel something. 

“Alright!” 

Jian Ai agreed. 

Jian Yu widened his eyes in shock and looked at his sister. What was going on? 

Jian Ai smiled calmly. “Since she invited us like this, it’s not good to refuse, right?” 

As if afraid that they would go back on their words, before Jian Yu could say anything, Ji Haoxue grabbed 

Jian Ai’s arm and walked into the restaurant. “Our seats are inside. Fortunately, the waiter gave us a 

bigger table. Five to six people can sit there.” 

Yao Jiachi followed expressionlessly. 

Jian Yu stood there in a daze for a long time. Then he sighed helplessly and chased after them. 

Uncle Tao was sitting on the sofa. When he looked up, he saw his Miss walking over with a delicate girl 

of her age. Behind her was… 

What was going on? Why did Miss go to the bathroom and find the big brother she was talking about? 

“Uncle Tao!” 

Ji Haoxue looked at the shocked Uncle Tao with a cheerful expression and said, “This is Xiao Ai. It was 

her birthday cake that you took by mistake!” 

Uncle Tao was speechless. 

“This is Uncle Tao!” Ji Haoxue introduced him to Jian Ai and the rest, but she deliberately didn’t mention 

that Uncle Tao was her driver. 

The seats were quite spacious, and it was not crowded when the five of them sat down. 

Ji Haoxue tried her best to look like a normal little fairy, but her eyes were already a mature pair. She 

had her own thoughts and couldn’t help but look at Jian Yu. 

After ordering, the few of them started chatting casually. Ji Haoxue was exceptionally good at livening 

up the atmosphere, so there was no issue of awkwardness. 

Through their conversation, Jian Yu learned this girl had just returned from overseas. 


